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Abstract— In this paper we propose a new approach to
studying the financial markets. Instead of the traditional topdown approach where a Brownian Motion is assumed as the
driving force behind the market and where dynamic strategies
are built as a result, we rather take the opposite point of view
(the bottom-up approach) by assuming that it is the interaction
of systematic strategies that induces the dynamics of the market.
We achieve this shift in perspective, by re-introducing the
High Frequency Trading Ecosystem (HFTE) model [86]. More
specifically we specify an approach in which agents interact
through a Neural Network structure designed to address the
complexity demands of most common financial strategies but
designed randomly at inception. This strategy ecosystem is
then studied through a simplified genetic algorithm. Taking
an approach in which simulation and hypothesis interact in
order to improve the theory, we explore areas that are usually
associated to fields orthogonal to Quantitative Finance such as
Evolutionary Dynamics & predator-prey models. We introduce
in that context concepts such as the Path of Interaction in
order to study our Ecosystem of strategies through time. Finally
a Particle Filter methodology is then proposed to track the
market ecosystem through time.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
A. The Rise of Big Data
1) Definition: The multiple industrial applications arising from the concurrent rise in information retrieval and
computer storage capabilities has opened up Big Data in a
spectacular fashion [21], [60], [71], [1], [34] and unique way
since the scope is both deep and far reaching. But what really
is Big Data? Though used sometimes loosely partly because
of a lack of formal definition, the interpretation that seems to
best describe Big Data is the one associated with large body
of information that we could not comprehend when used
only in smaller amounts [21]. This characterization seems to
indicate that the realm of the definition goes fundamentally
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beyond simply reducing the confidence interval of a parameter whose estimation would benefit from an increase of the
sample size. This latter intuition is the natural statistician
point of view. In fact the term “datafication” has recently
been introduced in order to replace the misleading term
that is Big Data in order to make sure readers research
the term instead of guess its meaning [21]. A good way to
illustrate this point would be for instance to examine Figure
11 , new data at the high frequency domain which allow
us to explain the market from the Bottom-Up approach2
rather than assume the Top-Down3 . Big Data suggests in
this situation that the point of reference of the mathematical
model should be entirely shifted top to bottom. Big Data
suggests real innovation as opposed to merely improvement
of the status quo. Though the part of the definition that infers
increase in size part is partly indicative of the definition, it
only tells half of the story, and in that sense “Innovative4
Data” would have been a more intuitive term, though perhaps
arguably less marketing friendly. Taking its literal sense
though, we can legitimately ask how big is Big Data?
2) How Big is Big Data?: There exists many anecdotal
claims illustrating the size of Big Data. For instance its been
suggested that if we were to take as reference the time where
information was not stored digitally (for instance during the
third century BC), where it was believed that the Library
of Alexandria housed the sum of all human knowledge, then
today, there are arguably 320 times the number of inhabitants
worth of data available. More specifically if all this data was
placed on CDs and these latter CDs were stacked up, the
CDs would form five separate piles that would all reach
to the moon [21]. Another interesting fact reported is that
as much as 90% of current data was created in the last
couple of years [1]. Though these figures are often the most
cited by researchers there are legitimate questions around
the quality and the usefulness of the data being stored. For
instance Facebook likes which may have been bought or
censured constitute a source of data equal in value to perhaps
Geophysics data. There are also small disagreements with
1 Which

we delve more into latter on.
strategies interacting explain the fluctuation of the market
3 e.g. the market is assume to be a Brownian motion which itself allows
for dynamical strategies such as hedging for instance
4 The idea that there is increase in the available data (the “Big” in Big
Data) is implied in the latter formulation but on top of that the intuition
that it also brings change is encompassed with this proposed terminology
as well.
2 e.g.

